




































































































Closing actions: In 1976, the Case Processing Coordinator was granted delegated 
authority to execute all closing actions on cases at the preliminary (prior to hear
ing) stage. Authority for closing routine cases was delegated to Assistant Directors 
in 1976. Cases completed in the Commission's field offices are acted upon by the 
Case Processing Coordinator. Only those cases which do not settle are referred 
to the Executive Director for placement on the Commission's hearing docket. 

Case statiStics: The Office of the Case Processing Coordinator is also responsible 
for maintaining the statewide statistics and records of all cases filed with the 
Commission, a system which was significantly strengthened in 1976. All case 
records have been computerized so that monthly printouts are available to Com
missioners and the public to document the Commission's work load. Separate 
printouts are also prepared for Federal agencies, and the State's Division of Person
nel. 

Preliminary investigations: Case processing procedures were strengthened with a 
new system of preliminary investigations. Immediately after a case is filed, the 
field staff conducts a brief investigation by analyzing the complaint, informing the 
respondent of the nature of the complaint and listening to facts which may dis
prove it, and offering the respondent an opportunity to settle. The procedure 
assures complainants prompt action on every complaint and gives respondents 
the earliest possible opportunity to resolve the dispute. Preliminary investigations 
are completed within two weeks of filing. Those matters which are urgent can be 
deposed of immediately. Most cases require further development, however, neces
sitating assig.nment to an investigator at a much later time. The normal delay is 
approximately 12-18 months because of the Commission's backlog. 

Privileged mail ruling: 1976 saw increased contact between the Commission's 
staff and prisoners in various state institutions who wished to allege discriminatory 
provision of state correctional services. The Commission staff in Southeastern 
successfully negotiated with the Division of Corrections an agreement by which 
prisoner mail to the Commission would be accorded privileged status, that is, 
would be forwarded to the Commission unopened and without censorship. 
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